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Abstract Recent progress in Machine Learning has given rise to a plethora of tools
and applications that rely on conversational interactions, from chatbots, speech-
controlled devices to robots and virtual agents. Conversational interfaces are becom-
ing widely accepted for utility tools, where a common function is to serve users’
information needs. Albeit with much excitement, we are only starting to understand
how users’ information seeking behaviors and design opportunities may transform
moving from traditional graphical user interfaces to conversational user interfaces.
In this chapter, we start by reviewing recent work in the emerging area of conversa-
tional interfaces, and lay out their opportunities for supporting information search
tasks. We then present insights from our experience deploying a chatbot support-
ing information search in a large enterprise, demonstrating how a conversational
interface impacts user behaviors and offers new opportunities for improving search
experience, in particular for user modeling.

1 Introduction

Conversational systems, with which users interact through spoken or typed natural
language, are becoming ubiquitous thanks to the popularity of many commercial
products such as Apple Siri, Google Assistant, and Amazon Alexa. We talk to these
systems to find directions, choose products, troubleshoot technical problems, learn
about the latest news and seek information for various decisions. This paradigm shift
to conversational interactions on the one hand offers new opportunities to improve
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information-seeking tasks, on the other hand, requires developing new types of
computational models and interaction techniques.

If a conversational system is seen as merely a text-based or voice-based search
system, it makes sense to use search results to respond to user questions. For example,
the following exchange is a common scenario in talking to a FAQ chatbot on a web
page of an insurance company:

User: Is it mandatory to purchase collision coverage?
Agent: Collision coverage pays for repair or replacement costs if your car crashes into an
object or another car. This coverage is designed to fix up or replace your own car after a
collision. Our customers will need to have comprehensive coverage before adding collision
coverage. You can have comprehensive and not collision on your policy, just not the other
way around. If you lease or finance your car, collision may be required by your leasing or
financing company. Like comprehensive coverage, collision coverage will pay for damages
to your car as long as they don’t exceed the car’s actual cash value...

However, such an interaction is not yet compatible with how humans engage in
conversations. Much burden is still on the user to locate the answer from the lengthy
texts of the search result. More problematically, the customer has to accurately
formulate the question or the system would retrieve an irrelevant set of results. In
that case, the customer would have to carefully read the large chunk of text, decide
there is no useful information, and start over again by reformulating the question,
leading to frustration or boredom. We envision that one day we could actually talk
to intelligent systems as follows:

User: Hi agent, I need some help
Agent: Sure! How can I help you?
User: Do I need to buy coverage for my own car?
Agent: Are you considering collision coverage or comprehensive coverage?
User: What is collision coverage?
Agent: If your car crashes into an object or another car, collision coverage is designed to fix
up or replace your own car.
User: How is it different from comprehensive coverage?
Agent: Well, collision coverage is to cover your own car after a collision, while compre-
hensive coverage pays for damage in events that are not collision-related, such as theft and
vandalism.
User: I see. Am I required to purchase collision coverage then?
Agent: Collision coverage is optional. But if you lease or finance your car, it may be required
by your leasing or financing company
User: Okay thanks.
Agent: You are welcome!

In such conversational interactions, information is given by the system in a suc-
cinct and precise manner. More importantly, an accurate understanding of the cus-
tomer’s problem is incrementally formed through various actions from the system
such as clarification and explanation,which aremade possible by having the customer
well engaged in a natural and personable conversation. Conversational interface like
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this can reduce customers’ cognitive workload to read, requires little learning to use,
and might be the only viable solution in some contexts such as voice-based systems.

The agents in both examples have access to the same set of information sources.
So how do we move from single-turn Q&A in Example 1 to multi-turn interactions
in Example 2? By talking naturally, users should be able to express their informa-
tion needs in a familiar way as in their everyday conversations, no longer required
to learn the operation vocabulary of a search system or the output schema. This
means that users would be offloaded from “direct manipulation” of computational
models [52], instead relying on conversational interfaces to perform an intermediary
role between the information seekers and information sources. Natural conversation
offers the necessary devices to perform such an intermediary role, as we commu-
nicate through language to exchange information between our different minds, not
through queries-and-answers, but non-linear combinations of disclosure, elicitation,
refinement, clarification, explanation, narratives and so on. Conversational interfaces
should take advantage of these devices

This is not to say that conversational systems should mimic entire human con-
versations, nor could we expect them to achieve human-level intelligence any time
soon. Rather, our view is that we should start with the fundamental question—what
aspects of conversations are pertinent and beneficial for performing information
search tasks, and what are the necessary system capabilities to enable them?

We believe these questions should be addressed from two ends: From a systems
point of view, i.e. how can conversational interactions extend current computational
models for information search; From a cognitive point of view, i.e. what are the
desirable and necessary properties of conversations to support information seeking.
In the next section, we offer some perspectives by drawing on related work that
answers the following questions: 1) How do conversational interactions fit and extend
information search models; 2) Empirically, what have we learned about designing
functionalities of conversational search systems, which are still very much in an
exploratory stage; 3) Theoretically, what are the fundamental properties of human
conversations, and how can they inform the design of conversational search to make
it more cognitively compatible with how people converse.

With that, we lay out a space of functional goals for conversational search systems
along two axes: stages of information search behaviors—query formulation, search
result exploration, and repair [6, 42, 63]; and fundamental principles of human
conversations—efficiency, common ground and recipient design [9, 21, 35, 50]. We
also discuss empirical insights on how users converse with a conversational agent
performing information search tasks from our own work deploying a chatbot that
answers questions from employees of a large enterprise. The results demonstrate the
rich conversational behaviors users engage with a conversational interface, and the
opportunities they offer for improving search performance and user experience.
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2 Conversational Search

Conversational systems that support information-seeking tasks encompass systems
with a one-shot question-and-answer (QA) model (as in most current commercial
products), systems that can engage in free conversations to resolve a user’s problem,
and anything in between. To be excluded are systems that perform primarily chit-
chat, and systems that receive or give commands through voice or text. This chapter
will not discuss 60-years history of dialogue systems and conversational agents. For
interested readers we recommend several books [11, 32, 33]. We do not address
with any particular computational solutions, whether rule-based, statistical, or more
recent neural network models [7, 38, 55]. Our focus is on designing interactions of
conversational search.

While people have long been fascinated by “machines to talk to”, migrating
to a new interaction modality requires work to define new system functionalities
and design guidelines. The information retrieval (IR) community responded with
much enthusiasm–“such a growth in natural language dialogue between users and
search systems may even lead to the dominant interaction model of one-shot keyword
queries being displaced with conversational systems” [49]. The IR community takes
a system-driven approach and considers new opportunities offered by conversational
interactions to extend existing IR frameworks [3, 14, 38, 49, 67]. The human-
computer interaction (HCI) community, expressing equal enthusiasm, follows its
user-centered design tradition by studying users’ needs and behaviors to inform the
design of this new type of interface [40, 41, 46, 48]. We draw on work from both
communities as well as related social and cognitive science to reflect on how to best
deliver the benefits of conversational interactions for information search tasks.

2.1 From Search to Conversational Search

Across academic communities, there is a long history of creating formal frameworks
of users’ information-seeking behaviors to guide IR system design [6, 42, 63].While
details vary, these frameworks converge on three core stages of information-seeking:
query formulation from information needs, examination of search results, and query
refinements or reformulation if necessary. Chapter 13 of this book provides a more
detailed overview of these multi-stage search behavioral models. Earlier work sought
inspiration from structures of information-seeking dialogues (e.g., with a librarian)
to inform interactive search. Influential work includes Conversation Role Model by
Sitter and Stein [54] and conversational scripts by Belkin et al. [8]. Both aimed to
provide idealized flows for an interactive search system to select next steps, but they
were not considered specifically for conversational systems.

Recently, researchers started conceptualizing what actions can be made by users
and systems if search becomes “conversational”. In a perspective paper byRadlinkski
and Craswell [49], they identify properties of conversations pertinent to search
settings to be: mixed-initiative, goal oriented, maintaining memory, and adaptive.
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Fig. 1 An action space of conversational search systems proposed by [3] based on properties of
conversational search proposed by [49]

Accordingly, they offer a formal definition of conversational search system to be
“a system for retrieving information that permits a mixed-initiative back and forth
between a user and agent, where the agent’s actions are chosen in response to a
model of current user needs within the current conversation, using both short- and
long-term knowledge of the user.

Radlinkski and Craswell argue that a conversational search system should there-
fore have the following properties as advantages over traditional search systems :
1) User disclosure: through conversations, it could help the user better express in-
formation needs; 2) System disclosure: it is convenient for the system to reveal its
capabilities, building the user’s mental model; 3) Mixed-initiative: the system and
user can both naturally take initiative as appropriate; 4) Memory: the user can nat-
urally reference past statements; 5) Set retrieval: the system can reason about the
utility of a set of items in a conversation rather than having multiple search sessions
as in traditional search system. Based on these requirements, Azzopardi et al. [3] pro-
posed possible actions that a user and a conversational agent could perform during
query formulation and search results exploration stages, as well as mixed-initiative
actions that can happen in the conversation (Figure 1). This action spaces could be
used to generate dialogue policies for performing conversational search.

To complement these theoretical perspectives, in the following, we discuss empir-
ical work on developing functionalities of conversational search. We will organize
the discussions by the three core stages of information-seeking behaviors. Currently,
to handle free-form conversations remains an open challenge. Most work addresses
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only some aspects of conversational search. Another approach taken is to study how
people naturally engage in information-seeking conversations [43, 60], either with
another human, or a wizard-of-oz agent (an unseen human simulating an agent). The
premise is that these scenarios represent the ideal level of intelligence and that users
prefer interactions consistent with their natural conversations. While such a view is
debatable, it is a valuable approach to seek inspirations to define capabilities and
actions of conversational search.

2.1.1 Query formulation

Whether through a speech-controlled device or chatting with a chatbot, users’ query-
ing behaviors may naturally change when the interface becomes conversational. A
number of studies examined user queries with spoken search systems, and compared
them to typed queries in a search box, showing that spoken queries are longer, more
verbose, and have more varied language [16, 23]. For example, Guy conducted an
analysis on half a million search logs and found that spoken queries have more for-
mal grammatical structures (e.g., wh-words–what/why/who/where), types of part-
of-speech (while typed queries are mostly nouns), and tend to use full-sentence
inquires (e.g., “I am looking for”, “take me to”) [23]. Trippas et al. conducted a study
observing conversations between an information seeker and a human intermediary
who had access to a search system [60]. They observed much variance–while some
used query-like expressions, others used lengthy and complex sentences to describe
their needs. These natural-language expressions could include multiple actions (e.g.,
querying, navigation) in one turn, or complete one action with multiple turns, in
contrast to a linear process with a traditional search interface.

Perhaps the most critical difference that a conversational system makes is that
query formulation can be achieved through multi-turn interactions [15, 30, 59, 67].
It means that, for one, it is possible for the user to express complex information needs
sequentially, yielding a more accurate representation of their real knowledge gap,
which may be multi-faceted, multi-item, or inter-dependent [49]. Second, the system
could take an active role that resembles an intermediary, by asking questions back
to the user depending on the previous information provided, thus offloading the user
effort to accurately formulate formal system input.

According to Azzopardi’s model [3], during the query formulation stage, a user
may follow up by revising, refining and expanding the original query, and a sys-
tem can “extract, elicit and clarify.” Extracting key information and clarification
are necessary actions to deal with the verbose, sometimes ambiguous queries in
conversational forms. Eliciting user criteria, preferences, or constraints to refine
search results has long been of interest to IR systems [5, 13, 31]. Earlier work on
goal-oriented dialogue systems also adopted a “slot-filling” approach that requests
one criterion from the user at a time [10, 61]. The outcome, however, might be a
long, tedious dialogue that does not feel natural [68]. This approach is also ques-
tionable outside narrow domains if the criteria have many candidates or cannot be
pre-defined. An alternative approach is to acquire user criteria by eliciting feed-
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back for sample items through critiquing [31], comparing [14], or grouping similar
items [13]. By suggesting items and eliciting feedback, it could also help build users’
mental models of the search space. These approaches could face challenges with tra-
ditional search system as users may be unwilling to provide feedback by repeatedly
filling out forms. Conversational interfaces could be a natural fit, as example-based
discussions are common in conversations, and with natural language the user input
can be incremental and flexible.

There are a number of computational challenges to enable query formulation
through conversations. First, extraction and pre-processing techniques are necessary
to bridge natural language queries and input for the underlying computational mod-
els. Currently, to handle variations in conversational input, rule-based or machine
learning based intent models are often used to first map a user utterance to a query
category for system input. Argullo et al. showed that conversational queries yield
worse retrieval performance if issued unmodified to search APIs [1]. While Crestani
and Du suggested that simple processing by extracting nouns, adjectives and verbs
can improve the retrieval performance [16], the challenges are likely beyond key-
words extractions. For example, one may need to breakdown multiple moves in
one utterance, understand user needs from multiple turns, and accommodate greater
individual variances in querying behaviors. Second, optimizing the dialogue flow
for elicitation questions remains a computational challenge. To efficiently reduce
the search space (sometimes relaxing if over-specified) involves multiple complex
optimization problems, such as selecting elicitation methods to use, criteria to elicit
for, and considering the trade-off between further elicitation and revealing results.

2.1.2 Search results presentation

How to present search results in conversational forms is an under-studied area. Most
existing systems simply either read out the top result or a condensed version of a
ranked list. Such designs are not conversational, and can be problematic for speech
generation and users’ attention span (for listening and reading). Also many key ele-
ments of traditional search systems , such as search snippets and graphic information,
cannot be easily presented in conversational forms. It is important to recognize that,
compared to graphical user interfaces, conversations represent a “narrower” and thus
ideally more precise information channel–a turn of a dialogue is expected to be suc-
cinct, informative and relevant [21]. Therefore additional processing mechanisms
are required on top of document retrieval.

One such mechanism is summarization. Trippas et al.’s study shows that the
human intermediary naturally chose to provide document summarization to the
information seekers, sometimes summarizing across multiple documents [60]. The
counterparts of summarization–drilling-down for details–would also be necessary,
which are embodied in various actions in natural conversations, mainly paraphrasing,
defining, explanation, and elaboration [51]. Azzopardi et al.’s model emphasizes
the presentation of multiple documents, suggesting that users should be able to
request presentation of multi-documents in overview–summarization, listing, etc.,
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or in details–subsets, comparison between documents, etc., and to navigate between
documents–forward, back-ward and repeat [3].

The technical challenge here is to create representations of varied granularity
for a document or a set of documents, from high-level summarization to different
types of details. In their book on design patterns for conversational systems, Moore
and Arar suggested patterns to decompose document content, such as a FAQ page,
for conversational interactions [45]. While a search engine may simply retrieve a
document (e.g. health insurance coverage), a conversational system should not only
recognize sub-topics within the document (e.g., copay, deductible), but also respond
to different types of follow-up requests—paraphrasing, examples and definitions, by
either generating or extracting such contents from the document.

Conversational interfaces are especially suitable for driving the user down a
focused navigational path. The drawback is that the user may lose awareness of
alternate information, and risk forming a narrow understanding or inaccurate mental
model of the search space. This is another place where the system should take ini-
tiative. Azzopardi et al. suggest that the system should always keep a representation
of users’ current information needs, past information needs, as well as alternate in-
formation needs, and provide recommendations that the user may not have explicitly
requested [3]. However, technical challenges remain to be solved, not only on how
to infer alternate information needs, but also when to suggest them. For example,
one needs to consider the trade-off between access to more information and the
increasing complexity of the conversation.

2.1.3 Query reformulation and repair

In search behavior models, query reformulation is the step following dissatisfying
search results exploration. This definition is worth revisiting in a conversational
search setting. On the one hand, in conversational search the querying process can
be incremental, i.e. query formulation and search result presentation can happen
multiple times in series (e.g., to elicit further feedback), thus blurring the boundaries
between query formulation and reformulation. On the other hand, conversational sys-
tems introduce new types of errors in addition to sub-optimal retrieval performance,
such as errors in the steps of speech recognition, speech to text, or language under-
standing. Hence, it may be more appropriate to use the term “repair” to consider user
and system actions when there is breakdown in conversational search.

Recent work investigated how users naturally reformulate queries with conversa-
tional search systems [24, 26, 46, 53]. For example, with a spoken search system,
Jiang et al. showed that users engaged in various ways of lexical reformulation (e.g.,
addition, substitution, removing, reordering) and phonetic re-formulation (e.g. em-
phasizing parts of the query) [26]. However, it creates problem when users make
blind attempts of reformulation, which sometimes contradicts with practices in nat-
ural conversations. For instance, while it is natural for people to elaborate with more
information when talking to another person, reformulating queries with more de-
tails may adversely harm the retrieval performance [46]. This is due to a mismatch
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in the natural language understanding capabilities of a person versus a computa-
tional system. Users often do not understand this mismatch because conversational
interfaces are misleadingly “natural” and thus opaque in disclosing the underlying
computational models.

A system may fail both the search task and creating a truly conversational experi-
ence if solely relying on users to repair, as conversation should be a two-way process
to resolve uncertainty [35]. Recent work started addressing system-initiated repair-
ing processes [4, 47]. In [2], the authors propose a framework for repair design of
conversational QA with three levels of increasing contributions from the system: ex-
plicitly acknowledging the breakdown (e.g., asking for confirmation or rephrasing),
making the system model transparent to assist user repair (e.g., explaining current
understanding), and proactively suggesting query reformulation. The research shows
that user satisfaction increases with a higher level of contribution from the system.

The technical challenge for the three levels of system-initiated contributions, how-
ever, remains largely unsolved. First, there is often no precise way for a system to
recognize a misunderstanding or retrieval error. Currently, machine-learning based
systems rely on a confidence level to infer a potential breakdown. Such methods
cannot identify “unknown unknown” errors where the training data have blind spots.
Paek and Horvitz explored using Bayesian networks to infer uncertainty [47], but it
has not been adopted as a scalable solution. Second, explaining language understand-
ing or search results is a pressing problem that has raisedmuch interest lately [22, 44].
The challenge is on how to make the explanation actionable to support the end goal
of successful query reformulation. For example, a system can explain its current
understanding by keywords it identified for search results, and the user should be
able to respond by incrementally correcting misunderstanding without starting all
over. Lastly, as with traditional search systems, query suggestions may fail, and such
failures are likely more detrimental if presented as a single turn in a conversation.

2.2 Towards Conversational User Experience

Now that we have reviewed work on the functionalities of conversational search
systems, we consider some fundamental properties of natural conversations. These
properties could inform the design of conversational search systems to make them
more cognitively compatible, and help assess what search functionalities are nec-
essary to deliver the benefits offered by conversational interactions. Social and
cognitive science provides rich insights into the general patterns of how people
engage in conversations. Three basic principles are commonly recognized for gov-
erning these patterns [45]: efficiency [21, 50], common ground [35], and recipient
design [9, 34, 50]. We advocate incorporating these principles into the design space
of conversational search at each stage. Many of the functionalities discussed in the
previous section can be seen as to serve these principles. In Table 1 we map them
in this design space, and suggest additional functional goals that may be necessary
to create a truly conversational experience. While each of these principles is backed
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by a large volume of research, in the following we discuss high-level ideas and
implications for designing conversational search.

Table 1 A design space of functional goals for conversational search

Efficiency Common ground Recipient design

Query for-
mulation

• Extract system input from
natural language

• Optimize elicitation dia-
logue flow

• Maintain context and user
model for inference

• Clarification to bridge user in-
put and system model

• Incrementally suggest exam-
ples and elicit feedback

• Support different
querying behav-
iors

• Tailor elicitation
dialogue flow

Results
exploration

• Minimize complexity
• Start from summarization or
low granularity, with navi-
gational paths for details

• Make capabilities and naviga-
tional paths discoverable

• Support follow-up inquiries
(paraphrasing, definition, ex-
amples, elaboration)

• Suggest alternate information

• Tailor search al-
gorithms

• Tailor presenta-
tion and interac-
tion styles

Query re-
formulation
and repair

• Maximize system initiative
for repair

• Support incremental repair

• Signal breakdown
• Make system model and sta-
tus transparent

• Suggest reformulation

• Tailor repair as-
sistance strategies

Efficiency: Also referred to asminimization, the efficiency principle guides speak-
ers to achieve necessary informativenesswithminimumeffort, e.g., using as few turns
and number of words as possible. To minimize user effort, this principle suggests
the system to maximize its initiative as allowed by the intelligence, and simplify
the content as allowed by understandability. System-initiated actions to support
query formulation and repair, including extracting system input from user utter-
ances, optimizing elicitation dialogues for user preferences, criteria or constraints,
and contributing to repair, can be considered to serve the goal of minimizing user
effort. Additionally, the system should in general aim to support natural language
expressions that may be minimal, implicit and incremental, for example, by memo-
rizing contexts and long-term usermodels tomake inference about user’s information
needs. For presenting information in a conversational form, this principle supports
the idea of starting from the lowest granularity of details that most targeted users
can understand, meanwhile providing rich navigational paths for details.

Common ground: This principle views conversation as a form of collective ac-
tion to achieve mutual knowledge. Speakers constantly assess if there is good enough
mutual understanding through evidence (e.g., explicit acknowledgment or relevant
next turn), and if not, a grounding process (i.e., repair) will be initiated. When the
dialogue partner is amachine, its model of understanding is significantlymismatched
from the human speaker. Therefore, in applying the common ground principle for
human-computer interactions, the general goal is to make the system model more
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transparent, and actively bridge between the user model and system model. This
principle is most relevant to functionalities for clarification and repair, and pro-
vides theoretical support for the three levels of system contributions we discussed
for query repair: showing evidence (signaling potential misunderstanding or break-
down), making the systemmodel (especially current understanding) transparent, and
bridging mismatched user and systemmodels (e.g., suggesting query reformulation).
Equally important is to equip the system with capabilities to handle common types
of user-initiated repair, including paraphrasing, providing definition, examples and
elaboration [45]. The principle also highlights the importance of system disclosure
to help build users’ expectation and mental models of the search space at all stages,
such as suggesting examples for feedback, recommending alternate information, and
making the system capabilities and the navigational paths discoverable.

Recipient design: Speakers constantly tailor the ways they talk according to the
particular recipient(s), based on their knowledge, social relations, personalities and
so on. The principle of recipient design governs all aspects of human conversations,
from choices of topics, to levels of details, to the organization of the conversation
and linguistic styles. It is not surprising that incorporating awareness and knowledge
of the user has long been a focus for research in dialogue systems and conversational
agents [11], and many argue that demonstrating adaptiveness is necessary to achieve
human-like conversational interactions.Work on conversational search, however, has
not yet given much attention to this area. Of course, personalization and adaptation
have their place in IR work [19, 28, 57], but mostly with a narrow focus on tailoring
search algorithms based on users’ interaction history or user profiles.

We argue that recipient design should take a more central role for conversational
interfaces. First, besides retrieval algorithms, there are more properties of interac-
tions to tailor for individual users to deliver a truly conversational experience. When
presenting the search results, adapting interaction styles such as the level of details,
language use, linguistic styles, and other social and communication designs for indi-
vidual users could improve user engagement with agent systems [11, 56, 58, 65, 69].
During the process of query formulation and reformulation, many decision points in
a dialogue flow, such as choices of elicitation methods, desired precision level, and
repair strategies [2], could also account for individual differences.

Second, compared to traditional search systems where user interactions are lim-
ited to typing queries and selecting results, conversational interfaces allow users to
give free-form natural-language input and thus enable much richer forms of user
disclosure. Importantly, signals or user profiles obtained from the disclosure are the
prerequisite for user modeling and system adaptation. In conversational interactions,
the disclosure can not only be achieved through explicit inquiry, but also inference
from users’ conversational behaviors, just as how people engage in recipient design
in everyday conversations based on subtle cues from the other speaker(s). These
subtle cues may not only reveal who they are and what they prefer, but also how
they feel about the interactions. In other words, conversational interfaces may enable
new user modeling techniques for improving search experience based on feedback
signals in users’ conversational interactions that are beyond click-through patterns
used by traditional IR systems. In our work developing conversational agents and
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studying how users interact with these agents, we take great interest in identifying
such user signals in conversational interactions to work towards the goal of system
capabilities for recipient design. In the following section, we give an overview of our
recent work to demonstrate some exciting opportunities in this area.

3 Recipient Design with a Conversational Search System

Starting in 2015, with a group of colleagues, we developed a conversational agent
in IBM to answer employees’ questions related to the work environment, such as
“tell me about health benefits” or “how can I find IT help”. The agent answers these
questions using a hybrid model combining pattern-based retrieval of curated answers
and output from a search engine for IBM internal web pages [12, 40]. The agent is
called Cognitive Human Interface Personality (Chip). In summer 2016, Chip was
deployed to 337 new hires who used Chip for 5-6 weeks. The deployment resulted in
a chat log data set with more than 6,000 messages. The data set provides a valuable
resource to study how users converse with a conversational agent in the wild.

We analyzed the data set with two goals in mind. First, we intended to provide
an empirical account of the types of conversational interactions users have with an
information-search agent. This complements prior work on conversational search in
two ways. First, instead of conversing with a human intermediary or a wizard-of-oz
system, we examined interactions with a real chatbot in a real-world setting. Second,
besides information queries, we also paid attention to conversational interactions
that perform communication or social functions, most of which are not covered by
the existing models of information behaviors for conversational search [3, 49].

Our second goal was to explore recipient design, i.e. adapting the system, based
on users’ conversational behaviors, where we consider both tailoring its search func-
tionalities and interaction styles. In this section we discuss insights from our work as
an example to demonstrate the new opportunities that conversational interfaces offer
for promoting user disclosure and hence enabling recipient design. The technical
details of the system and the methodological details of the analysis are presented in
our recent papers [12, 39, 40]. Before discussing the two areas of recipient design,
we briefly describe the types of conversational interactions users had with Chip.

3.1 Conversational behaviors with a QA agent

Despite Chip being a QA agent for IBM internal information, we found that more
than 35% of the chat logs were dedicated to non-queries. 85% of users sent at least
one of these non-query messages. By performing content analysis, we categorized
these non-query interactions into four general areas:

• Opening and closing: Instead of simply querying the agent, users showed
anthropomorphizing behaviors by opening and closing the conversations as if
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chatting with another human. More than 57% of users had at least once formally
opened the interaction (e.g., “hi”, “hello”). 46% of users also had at least once
closed the querying by acknowledging the agent’s answers (e.g. “ok”, “got it”),
and 11.6% of users had at least once closed the conversations with farewell.

• Agent ability checking: There was a category of user questions concerned with
capabilities of the system, by asking “what can you do” or “can you do [func-
tion]?”. These inquiries carried distinctmeaning fromother anthropomorphizing
inquiries, as in serving the goal of reducing uncertainty about the system.

• Feedback giving: We found that users actively commented on the agent’s per-
formance. This is interesting considering that it is a known challenge to obtain
feedback in traditional search systems. During the deployment, we suggested
participants to use “#fail” to give negative feedback if unsatisfied with Chip’s
answers. 42.4% of users did it at least once. In addition, 11.9% users had at least
once complimented Chip (e.g., “you are helpful”), and 21.1% made some forms
of complaints (e.g., “you are stupid”).

• Chit-chat: Some users engaged in chit-chat with Chip , representing playful
interactions by intentionally anthropomorphizing the agent [41]. Types of chit-
chat included asking about the agent’s status (“what are you up to”) or traits (e.g.
“what do you like?”), making off-topic requests, and talking about oneself.

Based on common patterns identified in Conversation Analysis, Moore et al.
proposed a design framework for interaction patterns of conversational agents [45].
The framework differentiates between interactions that perform goal-oriented activ-
ities (inquire, respond, etc.), sequence management (e.g., repair), and conversation
management. The main categories of conversation management interactions include
opening, closing, capability checking, and disengaging (e.g., request to transfer
to a human agent). The non-query conversational interactions we identified are
generally consistent with these patterns of conversation management, with two addi-
tional areas–providing feedback and having playful chit-chat. Both can be considered
unique to the setting of interactions with a personified conversational agent.

3.2 Recipient Design by Tailoring Search Functionalities

A longstanding theme in IR work is to adapt search functionalities to individual
preferences based on feedback in the interaction history. For example, based on what
a user liked or disliked, one can learn the user’s topical interest to adapt the ranking
algorithm [19, 57]. Prior work also explored adapting information presentation or
providing query assistance for those less satisfied users [64, 66]. Because it is costly
and sometimes not feasible to obtain explicit user feedback, implicit feedback is
often inferred from user behavior, such as click-through patterns or dwell time [17,
18, 28, 29]. However, the challenge is that these behavioral signals may be sparse
and unreliable. In viewing conversational interactions users had with Chip, it was
encouraging that users actively commented on its search performance (e.g., “#fail”).
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Itmotivated us to further explorewhat feedback signals existed in their conversational
interactions that can be leveraged for adapting search functionalities.

We adopted a data-driven approach by statistically modeling what features in
conversational interactions predict a user’s self-reported satisfaction with Chip’s
search performance, gathered by a survey. Details of the model are discussed in [40].
The results show that, after controlling for the system performance, users with
lower subjective satisfaction tended to engage in conversational interactions in the
categories of feedback using #fail, agent ability checking, closing by farewell and
off-topic requests. These are the users that might have distinctive information needs
and thus recipient design should target. A number of words or terms were also found
to be associated with more positive user opinions, such as “tell me about”, “should
I”, “what does”, “where is”, “who is”, “how to”, etc.

Based on these results, we summarize three areas in users’ conversational inter-
action to obtain feedback signals for adapting search functionalities: conversational
feedback, implicit complaints, and question structure keywords:

• Conversational feedback: Conversational interfaces may encourage users to
provide more feedback for the search performance. We found that using “#fail”
was a strong indicator of dissatisfaction. In contrast, compliments such as “you
are smart” or blunt complaints did not show significant association with user
satisfaction, but instead might have been playful interactions. It highlights the
complication in obtaining reliable feedback signals in conversational interac-
tions, and the necessity to identify them by empirical analysis.

• Implicit complaints: A conversational interface enables users to freely “talk”,
expressing feedback in ways that were not possible with traditional search sys-
tems. Statistical modeling allowed us to explore these less obvious signals.
The result showed that the occurrences of agent ability check and closing with
farewell predict user dissatisfaction. A closer look into the data revealed a pat-
tern of users asking “what can you do” after encountering errors. Many have
recognized that a critical drawback of conversational interface is its unclear af-
fordance of capabilities [41, 52]. Agent ability-check can be considered signals
of user struggling with such unclear affordance. Similarly, we observed users
closing the conversation after errors, signaling frustration and refusal.

• Question structure keywords: It is reasonable to expect that users who are
satisfied with the system performance are more likely to keep using it for in-
formation needs and less so for off-topic requests. Among the lexical features
predicting user satisfaction, we saw a group of wh-words (what/where/who),
which indicate typical questioning structures. With conversational interfaces,
users tend to ask question in full sentences instead of using keyword-based
queries [16, 23]. Therefore, one can possibly infer user satisfaction by tracking
these structure keywords for questions.

This part of our work explored new opportunities offered by a conversational
interface for user modeling to enable recipient design, i.e. adapting search results
for individuals. We focused on informing ways to know for whom to adapt search
functionalities. For addressing how the system should adapt, one can refer to the
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large volume of IR work that tapped into user feedback signals to adapt search
algorithms [5, 19, 57]. The general idea is that one could track user feedback signals
for search results of different features (e.g., topics) to learn about user preferences.
Future work could explore applying similar approaches to adapting features that are
important for a conversational search setting, such as level of details in search results
presentation. Another approach is to provide additional query assistance for less
satisfied users, such as tailoring the dialogue flows for query elicitation and repair
assistance strategies as suggested in Table 1.

3.3 Recipient Design by Tailoring Interaction Styles

In conversations, recipient design is reflected in more aspects than tailoring informa-
tion content—in addition towhat to talk about, one also constantly tailors how to talk.
Therefore, besides search functionalities, we also attempted at adapting interaction
styles for individual users. Interaction style is unarguably an enormous design space
with many dimensions [56, 58, 65, 69]. We explored one dimension of core interest
in studies of human-agent interaction—individuals’ orientation to view an agent as a
sociable versus utilitarian tool. Prior work suggests that people tend to have different
mental models interacting with a conversational agent [36, 37]. Those who see an
agent as a sociable tool are inclined to engage in human-like interactions and exhibit
relational behaviors such as chit-chat and politeness. Recent work also uses the term
“playfulness” to refer to intentional engagement of anthropomorphizing behaviors
with an agent system [41]. In contrast, those with a utilitarian orientation may see
in an agent nothing more than an information search tool. Our hypothesis is that
this orientation could govern a user’s preference for interaction styles that are more
social versus ones that resemble traditional search systems.

To validate such a hypothesis and explore how to provide recipient design for social
versus utilitarian interaction styles, we started with a qualitative study interviewing
the users of our pilot deployment of Chip [39]. We developed a self-reported scale
to measure one’s social agent orientation by asking if one enjoys conversational
interactions and chit-chat with an agent. Then we contrasted user preferences for
those on different sides of the scale. In general, we found that those with high social
orientation desire properties of natural conversations, such as abilities to handle
multi-turn conversation and tailoring the level of details for individual needs. They
also prefer agents with rich personality designs. In contrast, those with utilitarian
orientation repeatedly favor common features in traditional search systems, such as
handling query-like input and providing a ranked list of answers. They also desire
more transparency of the information source, and consider human-like features to
be unnecessary in the conversation content and visual design.

The above results suggested how to tailor interaction styles for users with social
versus utilitarian orientation. We also leveraged a statistical modeling approach to
explore signals in conversational interactions to infer the orientation of an individual
user, i.e. for whom to adapt the interaction style. We found the following categories
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of conversational interactions to predict more social orientation: chitchat about the
agent’s status and agent’s traits, chitchat talking about oneself, and giving com-
pliments. We also found a number of words or terms associated with more social
orientation: “how do you”, “are you”, “do you know”, “search”, “information”, etc.

We examine these results and summarize three areas to obtain signals for recipient
design of social versus utilitarian interaction styles: playful chitchat, agent-oriented
conversations and casual testing.

• Playful chitchat: Three categories of conversational interactions were strong
signals of users with high social orientation—chitchat asking about the agent’s
traits, status, and talking about oneself. They confirm that chit-chat car-
ries explicit anthropomorphizing intentions. It is notable that conversation-
management actions such as opening and acknowledging did not show significant
association. It suggests that, in the context of a text-based QA agent, they may
be more of habitual behaviors with the chat interface instead of consciously
anthropomorphizing the agent.

• Agent-orientated conversations: An evident pattern in lexical features signal-
ing social orientation is the frequent occurrence of second-person pronouns. This
agent-oriented interest is consistent with the tendency to anthropomorphize the
agent. This suggests that a simple way to identify socially-oriented users could
be monitoring the usage of second-person pronouns.

• Casual testing: The lexical features predicting social orientation suggest less
formality but more casual asking, such as “do you know” or “tell me”. We
also found the words “information” and “search” to be strong signals. A close
examination of the conversations revealed a pattern of repeatedly asking Chip
to retrieve different kinds of information (e.g., “search information about my
manager”). These behaviors suggest the less utilitarian-oriented users, who may
see Chip differently from a traditional search system, exhibited curious behaviors
by casually testing its intelligence.

With these studies, we aim to inform recipient design of conversational search
withmore social versus utilitarian interaction styles. For example, based on the above
signals, one can distinguish users with social or utilitarian orientation, interacting
with natural conversations and rich social designs for the former group, while pre-
senting information like traditional search system for the latter. Besides recipient
design for search results presentation, one may also improve the search task by an-
ticipating differences in users’ querying behaviors. For example, it is likely that a
socially oriented user would express information needs in natural language, while a
utilitarian oriented user would use keywords based queries, and thus different pro-
cessing techniques should be applied. Our work demonstrates that recipient design
should take a more central role for conversational interfaces because the rich design
issues involved, for not only improving search algorithms, but also interaction styles,
which could be concerned with information presentation, conversation organization,
or linguistic styles.
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4 Summary

Conversational interfaces are an emerging area of research for search systems. It
is important to recognize that human conversation is a metaphor for this type of
user interface. The benefit of an interface metaphor is to give users instantaneous
knowledge on how to interact with the system in a familiar way, while leaving the
interface to bridge these familiar actions and the underlying computational models.
To take full advantage of such a metaphor, this chapter aims to provide perspectives
on properties of natural conversations that fit and benefit information search tasks,
in order to identify functional goals of conversational search systems. By reviewing
relevant work, we start from two ends: system actions to extend models of traditional
search systems to conversational search, with regard to query formulation, search
results exploration, and query repair; and the fundamental properties of natural
conversations including efficiency, common ground and recipient design. The two
threads converge at a design space for the functional goals for conversational search
systems. We identify a gap and an area of opportunity to put user modeling and
adaptation in a more central place for conversational interfaces, and discuss insights
from our own work on making search systems conversational and adaptive.
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